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Conversion of brain cytosol profile from fetal to adult type
during the perinatal period: Taurine-NAA exchange
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Abstract: Mammals face drastic environmental changes at birth. Appropriate adjustments
of various systems must take place rapidly to accommodate this once in a life time event. The brain
undergoes significant adjustments as well, the most obvious of which is in its need to meet the
drastic increase in energy consumption at the neuronal cell membrane due to the explosive increase
in neural activities after birth. Actual changes were found to be taken place in two systems, namely,
acid base balance control and cytosolic energy transport. The adjustments are accomplished by
converting cytosol microenvironment from a taurine rich fetal type environment to an N-acetyl-
aspartate (NAA) rich adult type environment during the post-natal period. High concentrations of
taurine are necessary to provide effective buffering in the fetal brain, because the fetus cannot utilize
the adult type of pCO2 dependent acid–base balance control system, namely respiration driven
pCO2 changes. To accommodate the significantly higher demand of energy consumption at the
membrane due to the increased neuronal activities, taurine has to be replaced by NAA, since the
latter facilitates HEP transport from mitochondria to the membrane by passive diffusion.
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Background

Mammals face drastic environmental changes at
birth. Appropriate adjustments of various systems
must take place rapidly to accommodate this once in
a life time event.1) The perinatal adjustment proc-
esses of the circulatory and respiratory systems are
well known examples. The adjustment processes the
central nervous system (CNS), on the other hand,
had been underrecognized. The brain undergoes
significant adjustments post-natally, the most ob-
vious of which is its need to meet the drastic increase
in energy consumption at the neuronal cell mem-
brane due to the explosive increase in neural
activities after birth.

Essentially instantaneous conversion occurs at
birth for purely physical systems such as the
circulatory system. By contrast, for systems that

rely on biological materials, a gradual replacement
of substrates takes place, a well known example of
which being the hemoglobin system. The early post-
natal period represents a critical transition time for
conversion from fetal life to adult life.

Various efforts have been made for the proper
investigation of energy kinetics in the brain and have
resulted in the development of many sophisticated
brain fixation methods, such as the freeze-blow
technique. Nevertheless, no method was fast enough
to completely eliminate artificial changes associated
with anoxia/ischemia during fixation. It became
clear that development of non-invasive quantita-
tive analysis of the brain in vivo was essential to
accurately investigate the kinetic parameters of brain
cellular energetics. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy
(MRS) is thus far the sole technique capable of
performing such analyses.2)–4)

Using various advanced MRS techniques, we
found that changes in the cytosolic microenviron-
ment play a key role in post-natal adjustment.5)–29)

Taurine, a free cytosolic amino acid rich in fetal
brain is central in the fetal type of acid–base
balance control system (taurine buffer). Taurine also,
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however, retards cytosolic high energy phosphate
(HEP) transport. In early post-natal life, taurine
is rapidly replaced by another cytosolic free amino
acid, N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA) to facilitate HEP
transport.

Methodological consideration
31P MRS. A typical in vivo 31P spectrum of the

brain consists of seven resonances: ,–, -– and .–

ATP, phosphocreatine (PCr), inorganic phosphate
(Pi), phosphomonoester (PME), and phosphodiester
(PDE) (Fig. 1A). Five of the seven resonances of
the 31P spectrum are related to the molecules
responsible for cellular energetics, namely, ATP,
PCr, and Pi. Quantitative monitoring of 31P spectra,
therefore, allows for accurate assessment of cellular
energetics (Fig. 1B). The remaining two resonances
represent primarily precursor (PME) and catabolic
metabolites (PDE) of membrane phospholipids.
Quantification of PME and PDE provide indirect

information regarding membrane phospholipid meta-
bolism.2)–6),8),10),11)

Another important application of 31P MRS is
the assessment of intracellular pH. This is possible
because certain resonance frequencies are pH depend-
ent. The most widely utilized method makes use of
changes in the chemical shift of the Pi resonance with
respect to the PCr resonance (Fig. 1A).

1H (proton) MRS. Detection of signals of
substrates from among the overwhelmingly strong
signals of water and fat (which are utilized in MRI)
requires special technical manipulation termed sol-
vent or water suppression.8)–10),12),13) Resonances
easily resolvable in the normal adult brain using this
technique include choline (Cho), creatine (Cre), and
N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA) (Fig. 2A). Glutamate,
glutamine and .–amino butyric acid (GABA),
compounds of high biological importance, are
other resolvable resonances, albeit the detection of
which is more technically demanding. Lactate, the

Fig. 1. 31P MRS of adult rat brain.
A: Seven resonances are typically resolvable. PCr: phosphocreatine; ,, -, .: ,–, -– .–ATP; Pi: inorganic phosphate; PM:
phosphomonoester; PD: phosphodiester. Chemical shift of Pi relative to PCr is pH dependent and, therefore, can be used to estimate
intracellular pH. Note: seven clearly resolved resonances are on the large hump which represents the sum of small, wide (short T2),
resonances from other cellular components.
B: Stack plot showing continuous monitoring of cellular energy state following ischemia. Note: the rapid decline in PCr and increase in
Pi.
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Fig. 3. Proton MRS of fetal brain.
A: In vivo proton MRS of fetal brain (21st gestational day) showed choline (3) and creatine (4) and GLX (5, 6), but virtually no NAA.
Additionally, the very prominent peak of taurine (2) is clearly resolved. Another resonance resolved is inositol (1). H2O: residual water
signals.
B: Taurine shift assignment confirmation processes. High resolution spectrum of fetal brain perchloric acid extract of 21st day fetal
brain (lower) showed two triplets of the taurine resonance at 3.07 and 3.43ppm. COSY experiment (upper) showed coupling of two
taurine triplets and confirmed the shift assignment. LAC: lactate, CR: creatine, TAU: taurine, INO: inositol, GLT: glutamine, NAA:
N-acetyl-aspartate, ALA: alanine. A singlet at 2.41 ppm is succinate. Chemical shifts were referred to an internal TMS reference at
0.0 ppm.

Fig. 2. Proton MRS of adult rat brain.
A: Typically resolvable resonances include choline (3), creatine (4), and N-acetyl aspartate (NAA) (7). Glutamine, glutamate, and
.-amino butyric acid (GABA) creates compound resonances, generally referred to as Glx (5, 6). H2O: residual water signals.
B: Stack plot showing accumulation of lactate associated anoxia.
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product of anaerobic glycolysis, represents another
substrate of interest (Fig. 2B). In the fetus, another
amino acid, taurine, is present in high concentration
(Fig. 3).10),14),27),30),31)

High energy phosphate (HEP) life span
measurement. Creatine kinase (CK) is the enzyme
which catalyzes the reaction:

PCrþ ADPþ Hþ $ ATPþ Cr

where PCr is phosphocreatine, ADP is adenosine
diphosphate, ATP is adenosine triphosphate, and Cr
is creatine. Although the precise role of CK in cellular
energy metabolism is not fully understood, it has
been postulated that PCr acts as either a high energy
reservoir (ATP buffer) or an energy shuttle between
the mitochondria and cytoplasm (PCr shuttle). The
saturation transfer (ST) experiment is a steady-state
NMR magnetization transfer technique capable of
measuring the rate of chemical exchanges. The rate
of enzyme mediated biochemical reactions can be
measured in vivo using this technique.32)–37) CK
catalyzes the above reaction bi-directionally and the
reaction in vivo is believed to be near equilibrium.
The resonances of the intermediary metabolites in

this reaction, namely, PCr, ATP, and Pi, can be
readily detected by 31P MRS. Therefore, this “con-
tained” enzymatic reaction is suitable for 31P NMR
saturation transfer experiments.

The pseudo-first order rate constants can be
determined using the equation:

K ¼ ½1�Ms=Mo�=T1app

where K is the rate constant, Mo is the magnetization
without saturation on the exchanging partner, Ms is
the magnetization with saturation on the exchanging
partner, and T1app is the apparent T1 measured with
saturation on the exchanging partner (Fig. 4).

The intracellular level of PCr, [PCr], can be
given by:

½PCr� ¼ ½ATP� �Hp=a

where Hp/a is the ratio of the Lorentzian corrected
heights of the PCr and ATP resonances obtained
from a fully relaxed 31P spectrum. Since the creatine
kinase (CK) reaction is the sole reaction for PCr and
the flux of the steady state CK reaction is at least
equal to the maximum steady state turnover rate of
ATP, it is possible to calculate the shortest life span

Fig. 4. 31P saturation transfer experiments of newborn pup.
A: Mo and Ms measurement. Dots denote the frequency at which saturation pulse was applied. Mo: reference spectrum for .–ATP
saturation; Ms: .–ATP saturation.
B: T1app determination. Dots denote the frequency at which saturation pulse was applied.
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of PCr and ATP by:

PCr life span ¼ ½PCr�
flux

¼ ½PCr�
½PCr� �K

¼ 1

K

ATP life span ¼ ½ATP�
flux

¼ ½ATP�
½PCr� �K

¼ 1

Hp=a �K

HEPDiffusivities measurement. Intracellular
transport of HEP is purely dependent on the passive
diffusion through the cytosol. In mammalian brain,
ATP is primarily produced in the mitochondria by
oxidative phosphorylation and transported to the
plasma membrane where it is utilized to maintain
membrane excitability. Accordingly, HEP diffusivities
can provide significant information on the cytosolic
microenvironment in vivo. MRS represents the
sole technique capable of providing such informa-
tion.21),22),29)

Fick’s law for particle flux density is given by:

J ¼ Drn

where D is the diffusion coefficient and n is the con-
centration of the particle. The equation of continuity,

@n

@t
þr � J ¼ 0

assures that the number of particles is conserved. The
diffusion equation is then given by,

@n

@t
¼ Dr2n

where r2 represents the Laplacian.38),39)

The canonical solution to the diffusion equation
is a normalized Gaussian function, which in one
dimension (x-component) can be expressed as,

�ðx; tÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4�Dxt

p exp � x2

4Dxt

� �
:

By evaluating the Gaussian integral, it becomes
apparent that the mean square value of x can be
expressed simply by,

hx2
ðtÞi ¼ 2Dxt;

and in turn, the root mean square value by,

xrms ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�xðtÞ2

q
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Dxt

p
:

In physical realism, this value can be treated
as the statistical average distance traveled by the
particle in one dimension (Fig. 5A). The relationship
between the Gaussian function and xrms is graphically
presented in Fig. 1. Here, dispersion occurs with time
along with a mean distance of

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Dt

p
.

It is apparent that, in three-dimensional diffu-
sion, the diffusion coefficient D has to be given in a
second order tensorD9, which can be expressed in the
form of,

D9 ¼
�1 0 0

0 �2 0

0 0 �3

0
B@

1
CA

with three eigenvalues of 61 > 62 > 63, where ellip-
soid expression can provide “intuitive” impression of
physical realism of molecular diffusion (Fig. 5B).
Here, ellipsoid can be seen as the three-dimensional
distribution of particles at time t, all of which are
initially located at the origin. To define ellipsoid, the
direction of the principal axes and magnitude at each
principal axis need to be given. The former corre-
sponds to eigenvector, j�i, whereas the latter to
eigenvalue, 6.

Taking into account the condition where trans-
lational micromobility of water molecules possesses
orientational dependency (anisotropic motion), the
signal intensity, I, of a given pixel in the presence of
gradient pulses obtained using a spin echo diffusion
weighted imaging (Stejskal & Tanner) sequence
(Fig. 5C)40) can be expressed as:
I ¼ Ið1;0;0Þ

� 1� 2 exp � ðTr � Te=2Þ
T1

� �
þ exp � Tr

T1

� �� �

� exp � Te

T2

� �
� exp ��2GTD9G�2 �� �

3

� �� �
;

where Ið1;0;0Þ is the intensity value for Tr = ¨,
Te = 0, |G|2 = 0; and Tr represents repetition time;
Te, echo time; T1, longitudinal relaxation time; T2,
spin–spin relaxation time; ., nuclear gyromagnetic
ratio;D9, diffusion tensor;G andGT, gradient vector
matrix and its transpose; /, pulse duration; and ",
interval between the gradient pulses. In in vivo
studies, D9 is replaced by the apparent diffusion
tensor, D9

app, which, in addition to pure diffusion,
includes the effects of other factors which cause
intravoxel phase dispersion, such as axoplasmic
flow.40)–43)

Utilizing closure relationship of
P

i juiihuij, the
scalar product, hGjD9

appjGi can be expressed as

hGjD9
appjGi ¼

X
i;j
hGjuiihuijD9

appjuiihuijGi
¼

X
i;j
G�

i Di;jGj

where asterisk signifies the conjugate. This equation
signifies that by applying the appropriate combina-
tion of gradients, all the matrix components can be
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effectively extracted into a set of linear equations
and, in turn, all the matrix components can be
determined. Since the diffusion tensor contains six
independent matrix elements, including zero gra-
dients, a minimum of seven images have to be
obtained for their determination (Fig. 5D).

Experimental results

Taurine-NAA exchange. Non-invasive steady
state MRS spectral analysis of rat brain clearly
demonstrates drastic transitional changes in the
cytosolic microenvironment, from fetal to adult
pattern, during the first 28 days of post-natal life,
highly consistent with the results of previous invasive
studies. 31P MRS shows significant changes in PCr
and PME (Fig. 6), with PCr increasing linearly from
the late fetal period (18th gestational day) and
through the 28 days of the post-natal period, at

which point it reaches adult levels. Interestingly, this
increase in PCr parallels the increase in energy
demand of the adult brain. Changes in PME, which
represents precursors of membrane phospholipids,
correlate closely to the time course of membrane
production as represented by choline signals in
proton MRS (not shown). Most noteworthy,
however, is the inverse correlation of taurine
and NAA concentrations as detected using proton
MRS (Fig. 7A), an observation referred to here as
taurine-NAA exchange.1),10),14),27),30),31),44)

Taurine and NAA share surprisingly similar
unique characteristics. Taurine and NAA are the
only amino acids that exist as free amino acids in the
cytosol. Both taurine and NAA are virtually meta-
bolically inert, strongly implying that the role of
taurine and NAA in cytosol is physicochemical,
rather than biochemical in nature.

Fig. 5. Diffusivity analysis.
A: Pictorial presentation of physical realism in one dimension.
B: Ellipsoid presentation.
C: Stejskal & Tanner sequence.
D: Representative spectra of 31P diffusion spectroscopy of newborn pup without and with 10msec gradient pulse. Note the 180° phase
modulation for ,– and .–ATP due to P–P scalar coupling. Signal intensity of -–ATP (triplet) was significantly attenuated due to
phase modulation with the chosen echo time.
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Given that taurine and NAA are free amino
acids in the cytosol, they both participate in cellular
ionic balance as major anions. As can be predicted
stoichiometrically, the observed changes in taurine
and NAA concentrations observed during the early
post-natal period occur in a two to one ratio,
reflecting their respective molecular anionic charges
(Fig. 7B).

These findings provide the first conclusion:
Taurine in fetal brain is the counterpart of NAA in
adult brain. During early post-natal life, the chemical
microenvironment of the neuronal cytosol undergoes
conversion from a taurine rich environment (fetal
type) to NAA profile (adult type).

Fetal type pH control system: taurine buffer.
Maintenance of normal pH is a biologic requisite.
Acid–base balance is, therefore, narrowly controlled.
In adult life, it is primarily achieved by the carbonate
buffering system. At physiological pH of 7.4, car-
bonate (CO3

2−) levels are negligible and, therefore,
cytosolic carbonate is either in the form of carbonic
acid (H2CO3) or bicarbonate (HCO3

−). Titration
studies have shown the pKa value of carbonic acid/
bicarbonate solutions under physiological conditions,

pCO2 of 40mmHg, temperature 37°C, to be 6.12. It
is apparent that carbonate itself is not an optimal
buffer at physiological pH. Despite its less than
optimal pKa value for buffering at physiological
pH, the carbonate system has one critical advantage
for biological systems, namely, rapid adjustment of
carbonic acid levels by manipulation of pCO2.
Metabolic acidosis brought about by excess acid
formation is quickly compensated by a decrease in
pCO2 through hyperventilation. This rapid response
by means of respiration is a notably efficient and
accurate system for acid–base control. Unfortu-
nately, the fetus in utero cannot take advantage of
this rapid adjustment system. It appears that the
fetus in utero should have an alternative means for
maintaining acid–base homeostasis. Our work estab-
lished that taurine plays the essential role as pH
buffering system (Fig. 8).

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the taurine buffering system in vivo, 31P MRS and
proton MRS were used to investigate the brain’s
response to prolonged anoxia in rats post-natally. As
summarized in Fig. 9, the one day old pup brain,
which still maintains high concentrations of taurine,
virtually identical to fetal brain, exhibits high acid
buffering capability even under prolonged anoxia

Fig. 6. Perinatal changes in 31P MRS.
Summary of in vivo data obtained non-invasively from early
gestational day fetal brain to adults. A: PCr; B: PME.

Fig. 7. Taurine-NAA exchange.
A: Summary of in vivo proton MRS data for taurine and NAA.
Note: inversely correlated changes.
B: Taurine and NAA.
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and lactic acid formation, resulting in significant
pH–lactate dissociation (Fig. 9A & B). In the ten
day old pup brain, taurine contents are signifi-
cantly reduced, and the pH buffering capacity is lost
(Fig. 9C).10),14)–20),23),24),26)–28)

These findings provides the second conclusion:
High taurine concentration in fetal brain constitutes

an effective buffering system due to its high pKa
value.

HEP diffusivity is facilitated in adult brain
by the taurine-NAA exchange. In vivo exper-
imental data of HEP kinetics are summarized in
Tables 1–3. HEP demand represented by Kf in
adult brain is twice higher (0.26 ± 0.03) than
that of the newborn pup (0.13 ± 0.03).21),22),29) In
order to meet this significantly higher demand of
energy consumption, diffusivity of HEP, the sole
process of HEP transport from mitochondria to
plasma membrane, is also significantly facilitated.
Estimation of diffusion lengths revealed that the
mean distance of HEP transport remains relatively
constant, indicating that facilitation of diffusivity is
quantitatively proportional to the increase in energy
demand.

The cytosol represents a multi-component solu-
tion which contains small molecules such as electro-
lytes and free amino acids (taurine and NAA) as well
as polymers such as proteins and nucleotides. In
order to assess that the facilitation in HEP transport
shown above is indeed the result of taurine-NAA
exchange, the following mathematical modeling and

Fig. 8. Titration curve.
Titration curves demonstrating the effects of the addition of
taurine in various concentrations to a carbonate buffering
system.

Fig. 9. pH-lactate dissociation in anoxic insult post-natally.
A: Changes in intracellular pH and lactate levels of day 1 pup in response to anoxia. Mean and standard deviation (n = 10). The pH
value after 22min of anoxia is not significantly different from normal controls, showing the remarkable capability of the 1 day old pup
brain to preserve normal pH in spite of significant accumulation of lactate.
B: representative 31P and proton spectra of 10 day old pup brain following 7.5min of anoxia. PME: phosphomonoester, Pi: inorganic
phosphate, PCr: phosphocreatine, ,–, -–, .–ATP: ,–, -–, .–adenosine triphosphate, NAA: N-acetyl-aspartate.
C: Changes in intracellular pH and lactate levels of 1 day and 10 day old pups in response to 7.5min of anoxia.
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simulation analysis was performed for multi-compo-
nent diffusion.

The diffusivity of small molecules A, DA, in an
ideal solution at infinite dilution can be given by the
Stokes–Einstein relation,

DA ¼ �

6��RA

where = is the fundamental temperature (4.28 ×
10−14 ergs for a biological tissue temperature of
37°C), 2 is the viscosity of the solution, and R is the
hydrodynamic radius of the molecule. The viscosity
of an ideal solution is a function of the density of the
solvent molecule:

�s / �s:

Assuming the density distribution of the micro-
molecular substrate added to our model solution
(taurine or NAA) is uniform, the viscosity of the
solution can be treated as the linear sum of each
solvent’s viscosity and can be given by:

� ¼ �b þ �s;

where 2b and 2s are the viscosity of the base solu-
tion and substrate (taurine or NAA), respectively.
Accordingly, DA can be expressed by:

DA ¼ �

6�RA
� 1

�b þ fs�s
;

where, fs is a contribution factor which is a function
of various physicochemical variables, including the
diffusivity of the substrate itself and activity coef-
ficients. For the purpose of the biological modeling,
fs can be treated as constant for each substrate.

To minimize the errors of the Stokes–Einstein
equation in multi-component diffusion where one of
the components is a dilute polymer, Yam et al.
introduced a mathematical model which involves a
local viscosity function that combines diffusional
hydrodynamics with Maxwell’s treatment of electri-
cal resistance in inhomogeneous regions.45) The
diffusivities of small molecules in such a solution
can be given by,

DA ¼ �

6��0RA
� B

¼ D0 � B;

where D0 is the diffusivity of the molecules in
question in a polymerless solution and B is the effects
of polymers given by,

B ¼ 1þ d ln �A
d lnxA

� �
� 2�pr þ �0 � 2�prð�pr � �0Þ

2�pr þ �0 þ �prð�pr � �0Þ
� �

:

Here, )pr is the volume fraction of the polymer
affected regions, and 20 and 2pr are the viscosities of
the remaining solution and polymer affected regions,
respectively. The model predicts experimental results
far more accurately, and confirms that the high global
viscosity brought about by polymers has only little
effect on effective viscosity and, hence, the diffusiv-
ities of micromolecular solutes.

The viscosity of polymer affected regions is much
higher than the viscosity of the remaining solution,
2pr º 20 and therefore, by treating the activity terms
as the constant Ac, B can be vigorously simplified for
the purpose of biological modeling to:

B ¼� Ac � 2� 2�pr

2þ �pr

� �
:

Using the experimental data of Yam et al., )pr can be
approximated by,

�pr ¼� 4�p

¼� 0:004c

0:8þ 0:01c
;

where )p is the volume fraction of polymers and
c is the polymer concentration in w/v% (gram per
100ml). Accordingly, a very simplified equation for

Table 1. Kinetic value for the forward reaction. mean ± stand-
ard deviation, n = 6

Ms/Mo T1app Kf (sec−1)

Newborn 0.78 ± 0.02 1.71 ± 0.05 0.13 ± 0.03

Adult 0.45 ± 0.04 2.12 ± 0.06 0.26 ± 0.03

Table 3. Life span and diffusion length

Life time (sec) Diffusion length (µm)*

PCr
Newborn 7.7 72.3 ± 9.25

Adult 3.8 85.1 ± 3.67

ATP
Newborn 5.3 55.4 ± 1.82

Adult 1.8 47.9 ± 3.99

*mean ± standard deviation, n = 6

Table 2. Diffusion coefficients. mean ± standard deviation, n = 6

PCr ATP

Newborn 3.45 ± 0.89 2.95 ± 0.18

Adult 9.43 ± 0.83 6.38 ± 1.06

× 10−6 cm2/sec
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the diffusivities of small molecule in a polymer
containing solution as a function of polymer concen-
tration can be given by,

DA ¼ D0 � AðcÞ � 1:6� 0:02c

1:6þ 0:02c
ðc � 0Þ

AðcÞ ¼ 1 ðc ¼ 0Þ
Ac ðc > 0Þ

�
:

The function A(c) is introduced to emphasize that
the activity term is dependent on the presence of
polymers.

PCr diffusivity in a model solution containing
various concentrations of taurine or NAA is measured
and summarized in Fig. 10A. It is apparent that
changes in the concentration of taurine have a signi-
ficantly greater effect on PCr diffusivity than NAA.

The value of 2b for PCr in the model solution can
be determined for the condition ;s = 0. Using DA =
15.3 × 10−6 cm2/sec; RA = 0.7 nm; = = 4.11 × 10−14

ergs at 25°C, 2b was estimated to be 2.04 × 10−3 g/
cm·sec. Accordingly, diffusivity of PCr (× 10−6 cm2/
sec) in the model solution, DPCr, can be rewritten as:

DPCr ¼ 31

2:04þ fs�s

where ; is expressed as mM concentration. Computer
generated standard curves for various fs values is
shown in Fig. 10B. Taurine and NAA solutions
correlate to fs values of 0.14 and 0.02, respectively.

The effects of albumin on PCr diffusivity are

summarized in Fig. 10C. Despite the fivefold change
in albumin concentration (0.1 to 0.5 w/v%), PCr
diffusivity remains rather constant, confirming that
PCr indeed behaves as micromolecule in a polymer-
containing solution as discussed in the Theory
section. The results indicate that biological polymers
(proteins, lipids, nucleic acids) are indeed likely to
have little effect, if any, on the effective viscosity of
cytosol.

PCr diffusivity in a solution without biopoly-
mers (albumin) was 15.3 ± 0.56, whereas PCr dif-
fusivity in a solution with albumin (0.1% w/v) was
11.9 ± 0.33. Given that PCr diffusivity differences
are primarily due to thermodynamic effects of
polymers on PCr and, hence, reflect the activity
term Ac, the value of Ac can be estimated by taking
their ratio and was found to be 0.78. Accordingly,
using the value of PCr diffusivity in water as D0

value, DPCr can be given by:

DPCr ¼ 15:3� AðcÞ � 1:6� 0:02c

1:6þ 0:02c
ðc � 0Þ

AðcÞ ¼ 1 ðc ¼ 0Þ
0:78 ðc > 0Þ

�

A computer generated theoretical curve using
this equation for c > 0 is shown in Fig. 10C as a solid
line and is in excellent agreement with experimental
data, confirming that biopolymers have only negli-
gible effects on PCr diffusivity over a large range of
concentrations.

Fig. 10. Diffusivity analysis.
A: PCr diffusivity in a taurine or NAA containing model solution. Mean ± standard deviation (n = 5). Solid line indicate the
theoretical curve using the equation described in the test with fs values of 0.14 and 0.02 for taurine and NAA, respectively.
B: Standard curve for fs value determination generated using the equation described in the test.
C: PCr diffusivity in an albumin containing model solution. Mean ± standard deviation (n = 5). Solid line indicates the theoretical
curve using the equation described in the text. There is excellent agreement with experimental data, confirming that biopolymers have
only negligible effects on PCr diffusivity over a large range of concentrations.
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Considering a cytosolic environment where
taurine and NAA coexist, cytosolic viscosity can be
expanded into three terms:

� ¼ ��w þ f�
tau�tau þ f�

naa�naa

Where asterisk signifies in vivo conditions. Taking
into account the presence of biopolymers in cytosol
and the activity term, PCr diffusivity in cytosol can
be expressed by:

D�
PCr ¼

�

6�RA
� A�

c

��b þ f�
tau�tau þ f�

naa�naa

Using the in vitro data described above for approx-
imation of in vivo conditions, D�

PCr can be approxi-
mated by:

D�
PCr ¼

24

2:04þ 0:14�tau þ 0:02�naa

and PCr diffusivity in newborn pup brain with
16mM of taurine and 1mM of NAA is estimated to
be 5.58 × 10−6 cm2/sec. Similarly, PCr diffusivity in
adult brain with 4mM of taurine and 7mM of NAA
is estimated to be 9.95 × 10−6 cm2/sec. The values
are in excellent agreement with the experimental
data summarized in Table 2.

These findings provide the third conclusion:
High energy phosphate (HEP) transport from mito-
chondria to cell membrane is effected through the
passive diffusion of HEP in the cytosol and is
significantly facilitated by replacement of taurine by
NAA.

Conclusion

The brain undergoes significant adjustments
from fetal to adult life, the most obvious of which is
in its need to meet the drastic increase in energy
consumption at the neuronal cell membrane due to
the explosive increase in neural activities after birth.
Actual changes were found to be taken place in
two systems, namely, acid base balance control
and cytosolic energy transport. The adjustments
are accomplished by converting cytosol microenvir-
onment from a taurine rich fetal type environment to
an N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA) rich adult type envi-
ronment during the post-natal period. High concen-
trations of taurine are necessary to provide effective
buffering in the fetal brain, because the fetus cannot
utilize the adult type of pCO2 dependent acid–base
balance control system, namely respiration driven
pCO2 changes. To accommodate the significantly
higher demand of energy consumption at the
membrane due to the increased neuronal activities,

taurine has to be replaced by NAA, since the latter
facilitates HEP transport from mitochondria to the
membrane by passive diffusion.
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